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ABSTRACT

Aims: Thoracolumbar fractures, especially when disintegration of the bony fragments occur, require surgery. However, no specific operative approach has so far been given precedence. We herewith propose a variant surgical procedure which may be indicated for the above purpose. Methods: The suggested technique should be carried out in a single stage, by posterior approach only. Following the generation of an appropriate access and evacuation of the bone debris, a titanium mesh cage should be inserted, using an original manipulation, shown in the enclosed video and which will cause minimal or no damage to the neural elements. Results: Fourteen patients were submitted to our variant operation, seven with Type A (according to the Aospine classification) fracture (three with two simultaneous fractures). Three suffered from C type fractures; Most patients presented with a preserved neurological status; Three were paraplegic on admission (Frankel grade A). The most marking benefits of this technique included optimal height restoration, immediate stability, and direct canal decompression. All patients except one improved in the postoperative period, by at least one grade on Frankel scale. Conclusion: The proposed procedure variant fulfilled most of our expectations, to the benefit of the patients. In addition, the duration of the surgery was shorter than that of the A-P procedure. Our technique could be further extended to fractures above and below the T11-L2 segment, and also include patients with Frankel grade A lesions.
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INTRODUCTION

Injuries to the spinal column are not rare, a proportion being related to a blunt trauma. In the US, about 160,000 individuals suffer from such injuries yearly. Of these, about 20% are limited to the thoracolumbar (TL) region (T11-L2) of the spine, the most vulnerable area being localized to the L1 vertebra [1].
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While considering the treatment options, most of the orthopedic surgeons favor surgery, performed for neurological decompression, or in order to restore the alignment, but also to preserve a sagittal balance [2].

The available surgical techniques for unstable burst fractures (classes A3 or A4 according to the AOSpine classification), include either a posterior access, especially for indirect canal decompression and fusion. This is performed by fusion of a long segment (three vertebrae above the lesion and two below it), to prevent kyphosis, or by fusion of a shorter segment, if the vertebral body is only mildly collapsed. An alternative technique is utilized for anterior conus compression and in cases of severe vertebral body comminution. This option is also used for a canal compression of 70% or more, or for a degree of kyphosis superior to 30° [3, 4].

Finally, a combined anterior and posterior access is also employed for an unstable burst fracture. This provides for immediate stability, complete kyphosis correction, together with its maintenance, as well as for complete spinal canal decompression [5, 6].

As discussed the presently available treatment options, two questions are put forward regarding fractures of the TL vertebrae. First, what is the most adequate classification system for surgical or non-surgical decision making? Moreover, for a TL burst fracture with an incomplete neurologic deficit, what are the optimal surgical approach and stabilization techniques? [7–9].

To try and answer the above questions it has been stated that there is no specific surgical approach in the case of a TL burst fracture with incomplete neurologic damage that has any advantage, so far as neurologic recovery is concerned [10, 11].

We therefore propose a variant surgical procedure - partial vertebral body replacement for complex spinal fractures encompassing: a posterior approach; direct canal decompression with vertebral body replacement; anterior column reconstruction and posterior instrumented arthrodesis.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Using a posterior access method, the affected spinal segment is exposed. As a preparatory step for fixation, pedicle screws are introduced into the vertebrae above and below the fracture.

At first, laminectomy of the involved vertebra is performed. Excision of the facet joint, together with the adjacent pedicle, is carried out. As a rule, this stage can be achieved only on one side (the more compressed or more comminuted) of the involved vertebra. Once access to the vertebral body is obtained, a direct, unilateral decompression of the spinal canal is engaged until a partial corpectomy is completed. The tip introduced herein is first to abrade and scrub the caudal and rostral endplates from all soft tissue and cartilage present. At this point, the titanium mesh cage should be inserted into the vertebral body cavity. As a rule, this step entails the sacrifice of one or two pertinent nerve roots. However, this is not tolerable at the level of the lumbar spine, since the nerve roots function at this level is vital. A means of preserving the nerve roots at any level along the T-L spine is presented: a mesh cage of appropriate size is chosen, and is maintained at a collapsed state. To prevent injuries to the nerve roots during its insertion, the mesh cage is initially placed onto the corpectomy site, perpendicularly to the long spinal axis, and then introduced into the bone cavity, using a 90° rotary movement (Video 1). This maneuver, performed with a 90° long clamp, uses the cavity at the apex to stir the cage. Once the collapsed cage rests within the corpectomy site, the elongation device is carefully attached to it and allows the cage expansion into the vertebral body bone cavity.

**Video 1:** Posterior approach corpectomy and thoracolumbar spine reconstruction using an expandable cage.

**Video 1 URL**
http://www.vjorthopedicsurgery.com/2017-articles-archive/100002VNP05NO2017-nissim/100002VNP05NO2017-nissim-full-text.php#video

**RESULTS**

Ours was a retrospective four-year study at the Rabin Medical Center, Petah-Tikva, Israel, on complex TL fractures with variable neurological status. We review 14 patients, eight males and six females, mean age 30 (range 16-48). Seven patients had a type A fracture (according to the AOSpine classification) (1–A2.2; 2–A3; 4–A4), of which 3 patients had 2 simultaneous fractures (1–A4+C1; 2–A4+A2).

The time elapsed between injury and surgery varied from 3–20 hours and was mostly within 7 hours.

As mentioned in the methods, 14 patients were operated on, using our variant procedure, although they did not conform strictly with the original criteria of inclusion: they suffered from: 1–B2.1; 1–C1.3; 1–C3.1 and 1–C3.2 fractures, including dislocation of the spine.

The neurological status did not comply for all patients with the original definition, either, as three patients presented with Frankel grade A on admission. However,
two of these improved to grade D and one to grade E, within 30 days of surgery. Most of the remainder improved by one grade, within this time lapse. Only one patient regressed by one grade on Frankel scale, from D to C, but we have not been able to determine the cause of this mild deterioration in neurological status.

The sagittal profile, as defined by mean preoperative lordosis was 18°. Operative improvement will result in a mean lordosis of 32°.

The most remarkable benefits from our recommended surgical technique included immediate stability, optimal height restoration and direct canal decompression. All patients were allowed full mobilization once their medical status permitted.

One patient developed a perioperative infection that was treated with irrigation and intravenous antibiotics. There was no need for instrumentation removal. We have mentioned above the patient with a limited neurological deterioration at follow-up. No mortality was observed.

A 16-year-old female was admitted to our Institute following a suicide attempt by jumping from the third floor. On admission she was alert and hemodynamically stable. She could not feel or move both her lower extremities and both her feet were deformed. On examination she was ASIA A at the level of D12. No bowel or bladder function was evident. A significant deformation of both feet was later diagnosed as comminuted fractures of ankles and feet bilaterally. Imaging studies (Figure 1) showed severe burst fractures at two levels: at L1 and L4. Three hours after admission, the patient was operated on and had partial vertebral bodies resection through posterior approach of L1 and L4, using our root sparing technique. The corpectomies were followed by posterior spinal fusion from T11 to S1 (Figure 2). After completion of her spine surgery, the patient was submitted to external fixation of both her ankles and feet. Following recovery in the intensive care unit, and short delay in the orthopedic department, the patient was transferred to the rehabilitation department.

During the recovery period, the patient regained partially but not effective movements of her lower extremities. Before transfer to rehabilitation, she was assessed as ASIA C. Later, the patient slowly regained her ability to stand and walk with crutches. One year following surgery she was able to stand and walk with one cane and was able to control her bowel and bladder functions. Her feet progressed to partial function only. Serial radiographs showed at that stage solid and stable arthrodesis of the lumbosacral spine. A computed tomography scan demonstrated optimal decompression of the spinal canal.

Figure 1: Computed tomography scan of the thoracolumbar spine. (A) Sagittal reconstruction revealing a fracture of L1, with significant compression of the neural elements. (B) Axial cut-across L4, showing retropulsion of the bone into the spinal canal.

Figure 2: Postoperative plain radiographs showing the thoracolumbar fusion from T11 to S1 in (A) anteroposterior, and (B) lateral views.

Figure 3: Fracture location. A human spine is featured. The distribution of the spine fractures is depicted.
The clinical data of the remaining patients in our study were summarized graphically. Figure 3 depicts the distribution of the fractures along the spine. The majority of the fractures was found between D12 and L3.

The neurological status, at presentation and during progression, using the Frankel score, is depicted in Figure 4. Only 11 patients are summarized in this figure, and all, except one show progression towards Frankel grade E.

DISCUSSION

Spinal fractures are not rare. The main location is in the TL region (T11-L2) in about one-fifth of the cases. When considering burst fractures of the TL area only, several intervention techniques are available, but none is consistently considered the favorite. The injury classification and damage severity score, previously proposed, have not been proven conclusive [12, 13]. They might not, therefore, represent the basis of a consensual treatment modality. We have suggested a surgical procedure based on a one stage posterior approach with no need for nerve root sacrifice [14]. This method includes posterior access, which nevertheless allows for complete evacuation of the bony fragments from the vertebral body as well as from the spinal canal, when necessary.

A special feature is documented in the video sequence: this is the modus operandi through which the titanium mesh cage is introduced into the vertebral body bone cavity, in a way that will not damage the nerve roots [15, 16] (video).

The advantages of the procedure encompass direct canal decompression, optimal height restoration and immediate stability acquisition. Additional benefits include a shorter surgical procedure, as compared with a stage AP technique. Moreover, except for one patient whose neurologic status regressed, from an unknown reason, most patients improved in the perioperative period at least by one grade on Frankel scale. Three patients progressed from grade A to grade D (two patients) and to grade E (one patient). Suzuki et al. [17], employed a comparable posterior surgical technique for burst fractures of the lumbar spine for his patients, except for the following: they have shortened the lumbar spine and used simple, not expandable cage. This led to subsidence to a lower level and to kyphosis of the affected segment. Nevertheless, Suzuki et al. have suggested what we urge to emphasize herein: this approach is feasible and can even be improved on if our technique is adopted.

It is of note, that although originally meant to treat patients with a burst fracture of the T-L (D11-L2) spine and with incomplete neurological deficit, we have expanded the spectrum of fractures that we operated on, using the proposed method of surgery, to include 14 patients. Among these, we also report on patients with Frankel grade A; with fractures above D11 and below L2; as well as a few with C types fractures with dislocation of the spine. All obtained a clear advantage from surgery, using our proposed variant procedure.
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